
Dear Jn, 5/31/82 

< have just finished a hasty reading of Cole's brief in 62-1072. If I am going to 

get anything to you in tine for you to use it withink less thaa two weeks there 

simply isn't time for anything else because of the totality of misrepresentation, 

misquotation, dishonest formulations and even overt lying. In my not inconsiderable 

experience with goveriaaae records, which includes my owm government employment, an 

extensive familiarity with Congressional investigations and not fewer than a halt 

willion pages disclosed under FOLIA, I recall nothing as designedly and deliberately 

dishonest as this. 

Th iaddition,there is the totally dishonest pretense that the case record and 

the undisputed evidence in it does not exist. This is so total that the only exceptions 

are deliberate misrepresentations, which I'll get to as I get mnto this memoe 

What to do is the real problem, particularly because of the time pressures and 

the fact that I can't get down there to be with you andmm consult in person. 

Offhand, two things occur to me. First, to move that it be expunged as made in 

bad faith. *. erhaps this can be done before the two-week Limitation as part of a 

tou are aware of the request for a short period longer in which to provide specifics. 

veal problem I now have in searching and providing copiese Or, perhaps you can 

locate enough of them to be illustrative within the time we havee I can't but I can 

vefer to those I can't search for, at least to a large degreee And as part of this 

ask this court to hold a judicial inquiry on the basis of misrepresentations to it 

that are not and cannot be accidental. Maybe the court won't like this, but unless 

something like it is done, there is no possibility of the Act having any veal meaning 

for an unpopular requester or where the information sought is embarrassing to the 

govermento 

The second is @@ ask the House Judiciary Comuittee on COnsti:tutional Rights 

or the oversightcomni.ttee (both subeommittees) to look into this and take testimony 

froy those involvede 

Ub



there is a basic question in all FOIA litigation: was all pertinent infornuation 

sought for end provided, except where claims to exemption are made and justifiede 

This is not at any point addressed in the brief, except where there are lies already 

proven to be lies in the case record. (Berhaps not all before the apveals court, 

but all in the case record at district level.) 

If not a misstatement, then there is at least confusion in the pretense on page 

2 that my first request or litigation was filed Februaryy19, 1975. There is no question 

about the misrepresentation of the case of 1975, which is represented as not even 

asicing for N&A tecords. The citation is to my Complaint, which does include NAAse 

  

Note that here the prieffrefers to the request as "for the results of certain 

spectrographic analyses for the Warren Commission." (page 2) 

Hereafter the word "resu;ts" is abandoned for purposes of deliberately 

deceiving tne court. It is replaced by "reports," and obviously the two are not 

identical. There is further dishonesty in this, which I'll ge: to below. 

The request is not for "certain" analyses but for all of them, as the FRI itself 

understood, also more beloie 

It is not for tests mdde for the Warren Commission and I've never said or even 

suggested thise Some of the tests were made before there vas eny Commission and 

others were made after it ceased to existe The purpose of this misrepresentation is 

to lay the basis for still further fisrepres-ntations that followe It is basic to theme 

1Q7= 
With, the only date given as that of my request &S, the brief states at the top 

of page 3 that "Congress subsequently narrowd the scope of exemption 7." (And here it 

@Car/rer 

is admitted that I "expanded then fny, requestd ) to include the results of neutron 

activation analysis (sic) of Kennedy assassination evidence." (Hones I so indicate, 

I'm adding emphasis in all instancese) 

Congwass Acted in 1974, not after my 1975 request. Hére again, "results," not 

reports." 

While it may be correct (bottom page 3) to represent that the government did



claim in 1975 to have provided 11 responsive information, it is beyond question now 

that the claim is and was false. To be able to misrepresent about this with regard to 

the NAA printouts, they lie, as Taidress below. And my affidavits in this regard 

ase not disputeds 

In this quote the brief also claims that the other "data asked for by Weisberg (ther) 

aid not exist." Not the printovts, hot the spectrographic plates, which vere provided 

later? 

It igs slleged at the top of page 5 that in 1977 I "indicated to the Court that 

no further depositors of FBI employees who had participited in the Bureau's investi- 

gations were planned." At best this is a tricky and deceptive formulation because 

there was never a tine when I didn't plan to depose Kalty and myself at th: least and 

T Ga exploring ways of getting Heilman deposed in Floridae We also wanted to depose 

etipLoyees who were not special agents, but we could not get an address for any one 

of them, such ## was the Department's resistances 

There are two misrepresentations Bake that I think are lies on page Te Referring 

to owe then newest efforts to get the spectrographic plates, the bifef states that 

5 

ee ee to any discovery request and wes not the * spectrographic 

analyses!“described in the FOIA request, copies were provided." This untruth also is 

addressed in my uncontradicted affidavits, particularly the fact that the FBI itself 

interpreted the plates as within my request and offered them to me at $50 each, which 

I could not affords This is all that I was offered that I declined, and that, too, '° 

Bera uncontradictedfin my earlier affidavits. It is lied about later in the brief 

again end I'LE get to that part laters I don't know How you could request the 

"results" of the spectrographic examinations without including the plates, which are 

the basis of theme Moreover, repeateily throughout this case I made requests for them 

and referred to them often enough in the affidavits that Vole is supnosedly familiar 

ithe 

The next canard is that "Pursuant to Weisberg's request, these plates were



subsequently interpreted for him." If the plates had been "interpreted" for me, I'd 

have results of spe trogrephic examinations But they were not interpreted for mee 

Or, this is a lie. 2 flopies of the plates were provided without the identifying 

folders in which they are stored, anc thus there was, for many if not most of them, 

no means of identifying what was tested or when or by whom. What the FRI did has 

nothing at all to do with "interpreting" the plates. It did no more than provide some 

of the existing and originally withheld identifications. 

In the long paragyysh that begins Line 6,ypage 8, there is vagueness and fuginess 

and a complete leck of any specification to allege that on April 6, 1981 I 

requested\items that h:d never previosuly been requested, and a request that 

certain excised S338% documents not b fore the court be released in their entirety." 

I did not expand my request so there is no possibility that I asked for any 

items pursuant to it "that had never been previously requested. And T@% do not know 

why the "motion to Compel" referred to has to be "based on any previous discovery 

request," which the brief alleges. 

I do not perceiv:: any reason consistent with honesty for the brief not to specify 

what it alleges that I requested in 1981 for the first time. And instead of any 

specification, even any indication of what the brief has in mind, in the same 

paragraph it turns imuediately to the Kity depositione It even does that prejudicially, 

pretending that I delayed it "over a year after this Court's remand.’ I did not delay. 

They hud been failing to provide discovery information, which finally reauired an 

Order of the district court. The month after the Motion to Compel we did depose 

Kilty. (The brief also omits the fact known to Vole that I almost died and was in the 

hospital for three weeks after emergency surgery. We deposed “iity less than five 

weeks after the emergency surgery, less than two weeks after I was out of the hospital.) 

The brief is prejudicial about the 40-mile business pertaining to depositions. I 

cannot drive to Washington, as they know, and I haven't in more than five years. I can 

no longer use the bus. Now that Rae is back in Vermont, I can't even use a rental care ?



Now on the actual distance, I am less than 40 miles from the District line. Under 

normal driving conditions, I am not much more than an hour from the federal courthouse. 

I may be less than 40 miles fron Kilty's home, I don't lnowe So it was not in any 

sense any real hardship or any real stretching of the distance for “ality to get here. 

On page 9, consistent with the vretense that there is nothing at all in the case 

record other than what the brief quotes or misquotes, it is pretended that in the 

entire case there was nothing remaining but "discovery matterse" I fihed long wail, 

éctailed affidavits that are not challenged under oath by anyone, and they are in the 

case recorde 

I don't recall if we finally decided to drop deposi Bee me at that late date but 

maybe we did because of their and the judge's vigorous opposition to having me deposed, 

but I do vecall that fairness lay in offering them a chance to cross wxamine Me, as 

they ‘poukd not do with an affidavit. They indicated opposition to deposing me and I 

think it wes vather than litigate that that we droped ite I do know that the other 

reference to this being "made and dropped previously" is not in accord with the factse 

We did try to depose me, they and the judge opposed it, and the judge told me IT could 

file affidavits instead. It was not any voluntary dropping on my part. 

The false pretense that there is no issue other than discovery is repeated under 

"Argument" on page 10. The real issue is search and compliance, of which discovery 

is only parte When they apposed deposing me and I hed to go to the appeals court to 

get to devose kaity, no other such efforts were practical or possible for mee 

Still having referred only to discovery, there is the enormous nonfisequatur and 

untruth (bottom of page 10, emphasis in original): "Chus » ik is clear that, unlike in 

earlier remands, no further information iis sought by plainwiff with which to 
Sree eS 

  

augnent his case before the trial court." This is untrue in that my afridavits 

Retail the withheld information I sought, to the degreethat I could prove it existed 

% in the face of such persistent stonewalling end misrepresentatione 

On page 11 the brief alleges that "At the outset, ik is ixporative that a basic 
he o 2 ee ss = ~ > oe es . . truth be stated: in the course of seven years of litigation in this case, no additjonal



document (sic) responsive to plaintiff's request has been discovered." "Discovered" 

is a tricky formulation because they\ discovored" and withheld what they had, knew 

Some of ue One A “a 
I wanted and later providedg after the last remand, See real basic truth is that 

they had and withheld pertinent information, which is proven by what they later did 

provide, and another is that they have and heve not provided pertinent information 

the existence of which 4 proved after the remend, without any contidictory affidavit 

Javryers’ 
or testinony of any kinds (‘There are Tigees' lics, to which I gel below, in the 

order of their appearance. ) 

While it now is true that those who conducted the tests have retired (bottom of 

page 119, this was not true at the time I filed the requests or even at the time the 

FBI sought the conference of which they refused to makesnd keep any recorde Howevery 

this also begs the question, there are others who had personal lmoiledge who had 

not retired but we could not persevere in ths face of their opcosition to making them 

available. They refused to identify them or enable us to serve theme However} fjle 

custodians can make a good-faith search and this was not done and remains undone, 

despite the contrary representations of the brief. 

Cole quotes Kilty's false statement that he searched all the records because 

he knew "the itryms that were subjected to examination," even though 1 ees provided, 

after the latest remand, proog’ that other evidence was sent to Washington for such 

testing and pages of the actual notes that he, personally, withheld that I obtained 

outside of this litigation. Hy affidavits on these matters are not disputed by eny 

vestimony of ary icind. 

Stiil trying to deceive and misrepresent about the nature of Kilty's alleged 
(on pa 4 
searchg the brief claims that "Agent Kilty searched again for m=mmmihaysx for 

anything responsive to Weisberg's request forse period of ten days." This is not 

tue. aa the intent is made clear when the brief slips up and admits on page 264 

vaeresie—ecSS that "He spent parts of ten days in his search." Parts of a day 

can be as little as 10 minutes or less a daye What he came up with did not requbre 

when 
even this small investment of tine, === he did not come up with Whet I did



establishes beyond question K he did not intend a real search end did intend to 

continue to withhold. 

Kilty's deposition testimony is quoted regularly with dishonest intent. For 

example, on page 12,(for all the world as though it is not contradicted in the 

: : Wos = 1 : 2 ; 

seme deposition and, admitted to be untrue when he was cross-questioned) the claim /> 

that where he searched “ were the “ only places that these kinds of documents would 

be stored." The word stored was intended to deceive, because docunents exist in 

duplicate copies. While they may be "stored" in cental files, copies were sent 

  

to Dallas, which he admittedjfand the brief ignores, 

eset, end to the various divisions at FBIHQ. 

With regard to the curbstone plates (taimie-bogins on page 13) the befif once 

again misrepresents, alleging that all the evidence is "pevealed by depositions 

and cgamcnts then before the court," “then” being 1977. Even if thdbriet intends to 

include my affidavits, (hich it never nentions) within "docunents," then it still 

oat _ Jaber, od 
does not state the truth because of all that was withheld that 1 4 obtain, and 

provided ieegr, and because the FEI's own documents, which + also provided, disclose& 

the existence of withheld informations In order to further the intent of ihisrepresenta- 

tion, at the same point the brief states that "The (spectrographic) plate, while not 

a treport' responsive to Veisberg's FOIA request, has nonethelews figured prominently 

in this lawsuite" Here is the purpose for misrepresenting my request to have it 

‘ 5 che 1 u Py 

include only whatever the Fit hoses: to refer to by a "report." The plate a 

record, it records the results of the examination, and it thus clearly BSARSA 

is within the request. Moreover, the FBI itself so construed the request, as is 

reflected by the fact that it demandedlo50 eachof me)for reproducing them when it 

ofvered them before this case was filed and after I made the reaueste 

This is a matter lied about throughout the brief, also as it pertains to NAdd, 

so I repeat what is in my affidavits and thus within Corets knowledge and what is 

under oath) 

not disputed After any of those efficevits was filed, the only think I was offered 

and «declined is these plates. I was not offered any HAA printouts to decline anc



Alse, 
that is not only ridiculous on the face of it, the FDI knows better, amd. once I learned 

that Emery Brow was provided with copies i repeatecly asked for them. Moreover, the 

appeals are full of such adgeals and in IQRRXBEATSTTS 1978, efter the fee waiver was 

granted, the FRI's supervisor admitted to Quinlan Shea,Jr, then appeals directory 

that I had declined them only because of the cost, which was prohibitive. (How 

small 
naling any(fhotographic copy can cost $50 is neither clear nor explained.) 

It occurs at several points hereafter in the brief, but I went to emphasize 

oe this 

HME that we disproved see Brésuon false pretense,that I had amended the old suiv 

+o include lWAds only to decline any NAA information and thereafter included it in this 

litigation. I was never, offered and never declined th: NAA informations Moreover, 

the deveondants' own recoré& in thi.s case disproves ite_Host of the records provided, 

  

Aww 

isppewaiey. before tho first trip to the 2oveals courtaseemsbeten of TAA oringfoutse 

find they were hand-delivsred by devendantsYshen counsel. 

Based on these and other misrepresentations and untruths, all already recoréed 

C 
in the case record and know to Yole,; he launches into another/series of them, 

including those that follow immediately. 

It is pretended on page 14 that there might be some Icind of question about 

whether or not there was a ballistics impact on this curbstonee Aside from the fact 

rete, 
that tho FBI wants it to be ignored, there is no basis for thisg All of the evidence 

and _rz, 

is that the impact wes observed, onedLately,emi=ss=eesazves, beginning vith the 

i These 
. . 2d. eo Wh : 3 . ‘ 

Dallas relies, (inciuiile’ a number of FRI réports,fignored and misrepresented later 

12 4s ed. in 

ini{the briefya includaae the Warren report itself. The farmulations of th: brier 

are lmowingly untrue and misrepresentativee 

The FUI has problems admitting the truth now because its supposedly definitive 

five-volume report on the assassination, Amade at tho request of the President, makes 

' . its + 

no nention of this "missed" shot or even of #&8 wounding of a bystander Wes. Yor the 

FBI not to make these false oretenses now is for it to admit that it did nov do the 

job assighec to it directly by the President himself. 
It 1S 

On pepe 14 the brgif quotes the 1975 Kilty effidavifgalready proven to be untheS



The brief gives its date as both June 25 and June 256 In it Kilty states what is 

proven by th: case record to be false, that a single "Laboratory worksheet, which 

was previosuly furnished to the pleintiff and from which he quotes, is the 

notes and results of this test." 

The dishonesty is all the more serious because I provided some of what wank’ 1) ty 

withheld from this record, precisely those notes that falty first/lied about and 

the brief also lies aboute Yo softer language can be justified when I actually 

Oe } 2 2 7) 7 

provided some of the withheld pages and prgoof that there was mors than one work= 

  

sheet. a 

There wes nore than one set of worksheets (contrasting with the worksheet to 

- he 

which Kiaty reters}pthore Wes more than one version of the one to vhich ftvefors = 

and he did not provide the complete se to which he does refer, byprerers te 

pages Moreover, I found what he withheld in the very files he claims to have searched, 

with his alleged diligence hipvodromed by the brief. What he withheld from the set 

he did refer to in the singular is attached to my long affidavit. ++ just happens: to 

record the examiner's belief that what the speetrographic analysis shows may well not 

have been deposited by a bullet’ or fragment of bullet. 

It thus is clear that Kilty was knowingly untruthful in attesting that 1) 

“the Laboratory work: sheet which was previously furnished plaintiff and from which 

he quotes is the notes and results of this test" and 2)"A dionsick search has une 

cobered no other material concerning the spectrographic testing of the metal smear 

on the curbing." Quotation of this as tvruthful by thelfrief cannot be innocent 

because I attached proof of the falsity of both parts of this quotation to my long 

affidavit, in the form of copies of FBI records withheld from me in this instant 

cause and by “ilty personally. These pages are in the files Kilty swore he searched 

}thoroughlyo" | 

The brief's quotation of Ki ity on how the plate could have been destroyed is 

silly, if not vorse: "Well, this (testing) was done at a completely different tine 

and by a fifferent examiner.ee" There is no real difference in time because all of the
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tests were performed over an extended period of time. There also was no single 

examiner responsible for all the xuim=xs otners. The FEI had three examiners 

on each test, its witnesses have testified. (Page 15) 

Neither here nor elsewhere is there any reference to the proof I obtained on 

discovery, that the destruction of this plate was prohibited by FBI regulations. 

There is no affidavit disputing mine on this, or for that matter, anything clse.e 

Beginning of page 16 the brief tries to explain away Kilty'sulying about NAAse 

It claims what it in fuct proves to be false in.prtending that “Alty's June 23, 

1975 affidavit was not falsely sworn. Of Q3 and Q15 it states "no actual neutron 

activation analysis was every performed on these samples." This is knowingly 

untrue and the case mocha record holds the proof of its untruth. Sole knows it to 

be untrue because he had _ilty deliver one proof of its untruth, the long—withheld 

printouts. If the FBI did not like the results of the tests, that is immaterial to 

the fact that the tests were performed, to “ilty's knowledge were performed, and 

the only reason for changing his initial affidavit, which attests to the perfromance 

of the tests, was to cover tne FlUI's withholding of all records pertaining to their 

resultso 

The brief's refexence to "virtually blank worksheets! is immaterial. They in 

any event are not blank and my early sworn contradiction of Kulty's false swearing 

has attached to it the FBI's record of subjecting the specimens to NAA testinge 

From that time eon, all of defendant's representations are knowingly false from the 

case record alongo 

However, in addition, I later obteined FLI internal records in which Kilty 

reflects having located thousands of pages pertinent to the request. He did not provide 

theme I also attached this reford to an earlier affidavit. 

In an effort to make Kilty's false swearing apsearn not to be false swearing 

the brief establishes the total undependability og Gallagher as an affiant to the 

records made and preservede It quotes Gallager as stating that "the data on the 

worksheets would have been duplicative of computer printouts," but the printouts, of
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column after column of figures, are anything but "virtually blank." It also quotes 

Gallagher's conjecture that because they were, allegedly, worthless, the printouts 

"might not have been kept." The brief itself exposes the knowing falsity of this 

conjecture because it also claims that I was offered these printouts and declined 

them in early 1975, long before Gallagher testied on deposition, where he was 

represented by both Department and FBI counsels 

This appears on the next page, quoting Kilty as saying "khat he had earlier | 

show these to lr. Weisberg,and that 'my recollection is that “v. Weisberg did not 

vant those items." 
is 

At best this is in dispute because I attested otherwise, as in the case recorde 

Hore, however, when this wa. alleged in one of the first FBI affidavits filed in 

this instant cause, Bression's of I think 1975, I immediately filed an affidavit 

denying this. From that time on, at the very least, the defendants knew that I 

did want the NAA information , which is specified in my request in any event, and 

they continued to withhold it. When they finally provided some of it, they still 

withheld what remained withheld until we deposed Kalty last yeare And that despite 

the fact that I found in what they did deliver proof that they had performed the 

other tests and I attached those proofs to affidavits that were filed and are in the 

case record. Nothing can explain away the withholding of these printouts and sinilar 

records proof of the existence of which are in the case recorde 

The intent to be dishonest about this is underscored by the brief's own foot- 

note (page 18)» which repeats the fabrication that I declined the printouts and cites 

its ow 1978 brief as proof. The fact is that long before the 1978 brief was filed 

I had attested that 1) i had requested these printouts; 2) I had never declined 

them; 3 that they had not been offered to me as NAA printouts; and 4) that I still 

wanted them. The truth is that long before the time of the 1978 brief, in 1975, the 

defendants did provice most of the printouts but withheld those I did not obtain 

until after the last remand and then not until we deposed “ilty. 

The intent to be dishonest continues under "The Stombaugh “eporte" (Peges 19£f)



12. 

The brief invents ebidence, as in claiming that "The sole basis for suspecting the 

existence of such a report was the comment (sic) of forner Special Agent Frazier 

in his deposition." This is untrue. Frazier was asked beéause there was ample basis to 

believe that such a study and such a report had to have been made and to exist. As 

proof of this I provided the FBI's own photographs of the slits in the front of the 

President's shirt collar. (The effort of the brief to pretend that the slits are not 

even in the collar, whichs elso is knowingly false, follows below. ) Hoveover » it is 

beyond belief that the F3I would pretened that when its own photograph, albeit one 

I did not get from the Wareen Commission's files but from the FBI, under FOIA, 

shows clearly that the two slits do not coincide, there is no basis for the belief 

that it performed tests to make a positive dsteritinatdoris 

Fravzier's testimony is not as uncertain as the brief pretendse He was certain 

that he @id ask for the test to be madee he was certain that he asked a Lab hair-and= 

fibres expert and he was S&irly certain that of those experts, he asked Stombaughe 

That it would have been Stombaugh is reflected by the fact that he was the hair-end= 

fibres expert who presented the FBI's testimony to the Warren Conmmissione 

Tt ig not a "coment" by Frazier but unequivocal testimony t et is amply 

supported by common sense and the photographic evidence in the case recorde 

There is no evidence that this test was not made, The defendants now admit that 

it was, Ehere is no evidence that Frasier himself performed the tests (which would be 

contrary to F8I practise beceuse he was limited to firearms and toolmark examinations, 

although he did give second-hand testimony for others) The proper person and the 

proper expert to have made the tests was Stombaugho 

f he use of “overlap instead of "coincide" may not be intended, but the real 

purpose of the test was not to determine whether any portions of the two slits did 

"overlap" but to determine whether, as is required if they wefe caused by a bullet, 

they “cpincide." In othor respects also this is not a matter about which the 

unfaithful approach and attitu.e of the brief is adoropriate. This is crucial evidence
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pertaining to the assassination of a President, the most subversive of crimes, and 

the FBI's invetigeation of that terrible crime. The results of the Stombaugh testing 

remain withheld, as my long affidavit shows. (Thebbrief with consistency, pretends 

that that evidence also dees not exist. ) They were not provided to the Presidential 

Commission by the FBI, which also managed to give th.et Conn ssion only unclear 

pictures of this damage, although its ow files held the quite clear picture I 

have placed in the case evidence.When Frazier have his second-hand testimony to the 

Commission he made no reference to Stombaugh' s having made this testse Stombaugh 

also did not testify to it, although he did test ifye And now the brief takes the 

Pragier report written prior to the Stombaugh examination and pretends again that 

it embodies the results of that examinations (Page 21) What this Y pander report 

does is no more than state that to a degree the tvo slits overlap. It does not state 

that they do or Ho not coincide, the purpose of the Stombaugh examinations It 

does not address whether or not both slits were or could have been caused by any 

projectile, bullet or other, another purvose of the Stombaugh examination. 

H owever, because the defedidants, knowing better, claim that thisis the 

Stonbaugh report, then they have no excuse for not providing the notes he made durigge 

his examination. note that are required to be kept and as a matter of practise also 

are kept. Those are Lab notes and supposedly are filed where “ilty claims he searchede 

If as is reasonably suspected, the FBI has the intent of withholding what is 

inconsistent with its preconception of the crime, of a lone-nut assassin, then that 

is not new, from the use the brief makes of Pragiert . Warren Commission testimony. 

As used by the brief that testimony was deliberately deceptive and misleading, if 

not also falsee The patronizing footnote at the bottom of page 22 states, "Both this 

Court and the plaintiff appear to have made the error that the holes were iin the 

shirt collar. This is not supported by the evidence. The overlap was where the shirt 

buttoned up the fronte As Brazier out it in his Warren Commission testinony , 

‘Actually, it is a hole throvgh both the button line of the shirt and the buttonhole 

line which overlap down the front of te siiirt. when it is buttoned."
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Apparently “ole assumed that the Cour ca I jt bss re-examine the 

FBI's om picture, which is ww = Wy 3 ee 

a er ok 

  

f 

\w" 
breause without question the slits are clearly visible and they begin in the collar 

neckband. They also, visibly, do not coincide. They are not the same lengthy as the 

brkef acknowledged indirvdtly on the preceeding pages And with the shirt collar 

buttoned, s it was when the President was assassinated, there are no slits through 

the outside of the collars 

The uncontradicted evidence in the case record is that the slits were not of 

ballistic origin but were caused by medical personnel my in the emergency 

situation, they cut the President's clothing offo KHEXKRXXPHBEBHASTAGANGSNABE SKK 

socks Because this is the uncontradicted fact, there is ample motive for the 

defendants to continue to withhold the pertinent information of the Stombaugh 

tests and report§s) « The defendants pretended from the first that this damage to 

the shirt was caused by a bullet, with Frazier the chief pretendet before the 

Commis ssion, and they now are unwilling to confirm that in their investigation of 

the most terrible of crimes they knew better and other than they pretendede 

The brief, comsistent with this, in its footnotes s briea to lead the Court to 

believe that the slits are not even in the collar area but are "down the front of 

the shirt when it was buttonede" 

There is much repetition under the heading, "Ce Weisberg's Allegations On 

Appeal Are Frivolous,! where the .misrepresentations, distortion and untruths 

addressed above are repeatedf It claims that "There is not a scrap of subst:nce to 

any of thee claims." Begining on page 23, quote from page 24.) 

The first claim pertains to the withheld printoutse Nowhere does the brief 

explain whe; these were not provided after any remand, whey they were not included



with the other printouts when they were provided, or how it can still claim, in the 

face of having provided printouts in 1975, that "Weisberg was show them long ago 

and stated that he did not want theme" 

In act, as you know, because you were there, I was "shpwm" nothing. There were 

a couple of stack, one of records, none of which I was permitted to see - the FBI 

always refused this and did then when I asked = and one of the spectzographic platese 

There is no vay that anyone can read the case record without knowing that from 

theroutset I tried to obtain the withheld test results and time after time they 

were refused and claimed not to existe And then there is the fact that in 1975 I 

disputed this Bresson fabrication under oath, after which the first of the printouts 

were provided. The providing of the printouts that were not withheld is ample proof 

the defendants' awareness of the fact that they are within the request and I did 

want thems 

The second part pretends to deal with tests that were performed the nesutes ‘of 

which were not provideds ‘yy | that Vee brief states or claims is inventede hy 

affidavit, ° which could have been coutronted with another affidavit by the FBI, which 

should have made searches and responded, is here iWaresuesentel. Of course I did not 

get the results of those testse In this case the FBI did not provide shea I attach to 

ny afficavite I got it outside this case. But it is the FBI's own records of sending 

evidence to Washington HQ for the performing of tests the results of which clearly 

and undisputedly are within my request. The fact that the FBI suppressed all mention 

of them in this case deme — alee means mean that that are not within ite 

Here again the footnote reflects the intended dishonesty and the unduly and 

unjustifiably restrictive ex poste facto attitude of the FBI, even at this late 

date and I re-emphasize, without providing any testimony or other evidence in rebuttal 

befor: the district courte &t the bottom of page 25 the breif states,"No credible 

evidence even sists Eo this sidewalk 'scart to the Kennedy assassination." “hile 

this is false and based on nothing in the case record, the fact is, as the case 

record reflects without dispute, Aldredge saw this scar on TV the night of the



assassination, as the FZI's ow rucords state. He was aghast that it was ignored by 

both the Warren Commission and the FSI, which led to his suspicions. 

a 
But the Asti peeaxsex deliberate misrepresentation of brief is a greater offense. he ck

 

The question is not whether this scar was tied to the assassination. The question is, 

is it part of the F3I's investigation of the assassination. There is and can be no 

question, as Vole knew in misrepresenting the question, because I atteched the FBI's 

own records from its own assassination investisation-files 

Whatever a reporter who holds different political views, as I also do, may 

think, or whatever the defendantsmay now pretend to thing, the fact is that the FBI 

sent two different samples from Hatthat scary to the Lab, for testing. The fact is 

that the FSI itself confirmed Aldredge, sopeone did fereg to fill that scar in, and 

the RBI also sent that to the Lab for testings 

When the brief gets to criticising what we alleged about the known incompleteness 

of she searches, honesty is not perceivabhe in the quotation of Kilty's depositions 

Vote restricts himself to the self-serving response he and Katy worked out before 

he questioned | ilty and in it Katy has an enormous non-sequetur, faithfully quoted 

in the brief to make ti apoear to be responsive, "I did not look in Dallas. Not in 

my wildests, wildest imagination could I ever think that notes produced by an agent 

imgiignhingkoox in the FBI laboratory woul’ be in Dallaso" Regardless of the tuttth 

ov falsity of tie evsaion, it is an evasion to pretend that what was in question was 

note: or only notes. Questioned about this when you had a chance, he readily admitted 

yhat all report were sent to Dallas and that he did not make any search in Dallas. 

That such a search is necessary is not newe The F3l knows its ow practisee 

In this case, however, the FE did not have to remember its ow most basic 

rpactises i nade reveated requests for searchss of both Dellas mmt as the "office 

of Origin" nand of th. various FBIHQ divisions, where countless FBI recordsreflect 

that records were removed from central records copies and kept in the divisions. In 

addition, as records in the case record reflect, extra copies also were sent to the 

Divisions. Therefore, a search of these divisions was necessary A&A and was known to
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be necessary yet remained unmade even after the last remand. And so far as Kiltyts 

refusal to search the Dallas office files is concerned, a matter the brief attempts to 

dismiss with a preconceived non=sequetur, there can be no question but that a search 

of the Dall s files is reavirede Ly is in the Dallas files that 1 found the proofs of 

the submission of additional evidence oertaining to shooting the results of which 

remain withheld. The attachments to my affidevit inclide the Dallas evidence 

envelopes, FBI Form FDe340, with their accounting of when the evidence was ent to 

th. Lab for testing and returned by the Lab after testings 

Ehbile the brief's caption quotes our brief, alleging that the "FBI admittedly 

did not search all possible locations for responsive records," the bref does not 

quote our brief on what we alleged was to be searched. It cannot because the defendants 

cannot refute what we alleged. 

Meanwhile, pertaining to the alleged destruction of the svectrographic plate 

abiut which kilty conducted no further investigation, the brief is silent on the 

allegation of my affidavit, based in part on records obtained under discovery, that 

such destruction is and was progibited. Moreover, as I also alleged, it is FBI 

practise to record the destruction and its aut orizatijon and at the same point 

record where the information destroyed is duplicated and availablee Hven SHAK 

the destruction of duplicates requires authorizatione 

The allegatuon that I hed ample apportunity to depose K8XTgM Retired SA Heiman 

is frivolous and made in bad faithe The defendants resisted ever effort I made to 

hold depositions. To be able to depose Salty alone IT had to go to the appeals court. 

As the defendants also know, my only regular income is modect Social Security checks. 

Were this not the fact, I am no; able to go to Florifda to depose him. And if that 

were not the fact, there is a practical limit that is reached even by wealthy 

litigants, which I am not, when powerful government resists withthe fierceness of the 

resistance | have mamumt encountered in this mmsx case. But even if thks were true, 

it does not address the obligation of the defendants to make a good-faith search and, 

if necessary consult and question those who had personal knowledge, particularly
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bécause the destruction of any such evid nce is a seridus offense, if not authorized. 

If authorized, there should be records of the request and the granting of therequest, 

and none exist. 

The brief enters what under other circumstance, circumstances less grim and T8gs 

not raising the most substantial questions of official integrity, might be called a 

dream world in its combined infidehity to fact and misrepresentations. It pretends 

that there was no nick or scar, no physical damage to the curbstone, and it quotes 

without adéressing what was referred to in our brief about the FUI's knowledge of 

the fact that the existing damage was patched and to the FsI's lInowledge was 

patched. The uncintrdadicted and undisputed evidence is that there was a physical 

damage that was visible and in the FBI's ow pictures is visibote. It was observed. 

and reported by the police and sheriffse The numerous, more than tio, FBI records 

* obt&ined outside this case are unequivocal on this and because more than a fair 

sampling of them is in the case recory any misrepresentation cannot be aiicidentale 

What is quoted but not address on page 28 is the swamary page of a large report 

fron Dellas and ultimately to the Warren Commissions I+ states what was withheld 

fron the Comuigaion, that there had been a scar and, as of the day the FBI dug the 

curbstone uprand took it to Washington for "testing," the scar was no longer visible. 

The reason the brief does not address this and instead goes into a semantical 

song anc danne is because there is no way of addressing it without the adinissions the 

defendanta are unwilling to make, that they Imowingly perpetrated a cruel hoax on 

the Presidential Comaission and the nations 

instead of trying to make th: quoted language mean other than ghe meaning I gave 

ito which is the only possible meaning ana is supported by the before-end-after 

pictures also in the case record, the brief pontificates, "Such a claim is utter 

nonse." To this is appended a footnote which stetes that I alleged that the FSI 

delayed testing the curbstone whefeas, if the brief is to believed, this is not 

true. The reason it allegedly is not true is snother non sequetur, that the 

Comission did not ask the FBI to make that investigation until the month before it



The turh is that the FBI was always in cherge of the investigation an was solely 

in charge prior to the appointment of the Commissions After the Commission was appointed 

the FEI was its investigatory end leboratory arme The plain and simpydex sinple truth 

is that the FEL avoides the "missed" shot entirely, avoided all witnesses to ity made 

no mention of it at all in the five-volume report ordered by the President, and only 

when no alternutive remained did it go look at the curbstohe, efter pretending that 

it could not be located. If the FBI had not ignores the crubstohe, onviously the 

Warren Commission would not heve had to request it to make that investigation ine 

months after the assassinations wo See 

  

When it tries to allege that vilty does not lie (page 30) the brief entirely 

misrepresents out allegation into having hin say only"that FRI files were not kept 

in the laboratory." The brief avoids diredt quotation because its purpose is to 

lie to protect the orofessfjonalk lair ity. This is not what we alleged and the 

authors and signatories ought know that. Incredibly, even after admitting that the 

two HAA printouts do exist and were provided, the brief, in trying to pretend that 

kilty did not lie under aoth, quote EKEAIGSRET ARE Yaliy as having testified that 

"I added netbron activation analysis in the first affidavit which I shovidn't havee 

agi is clarifying (sic) ite" He was asked if "there was no basis for neutron 

activation analysis in tho first affidavit?" and he replied, "It was a iwistake." 

There is no question but that the specimen in question, the windshield scrapings, 

were submitted to NAA and there is no question but that kilty and Department counsel 

know and Inew thise Else how could there be printout that, at long last, I did obtain? 

In pretending that “Alty did not Lie in CoA. 75=1996 when indubitably he did Lie, 

andimowingly, the bref, beginning on page 32, makes alditional misrepresentationse 

4 makes one similar to that qhoted above, representing what is not pertinent and 

not what Kilty sore to or we alleged he had, "that the FBI laboratory doesnot maintain 

its own files."(emphasis added) What Filty testified in Coe 75= 1996 is that the 

Lab does not hold any records at all after a few dayse The question was, had he 

searched there and he was saying that thore was nothing to search.
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And, it heopens, in question was the identical material, the spectrographic plates, 

which remain withheld in that 1975 lawsuite Based on this deliborate misstatement and 

pased. on nothing in evidence, the brief alleges what is not true, that "This is not 

inconsistent with the general Hekvdeh proposition that all Ful files are kept in 

PET Central ecords.'! There is no such "proposition" end it is not truce It is ean 

BPI FOIA fabrications It happens that my affidavits go into this and in terms of, 

amon other things, a GAO study which indicated that only about 25§o of FBI records are 

in Central Records. Or, rather, should be theres The fact is, as Central Records 

copies reflect over and over agains the Divisions remove and keep records whenever 

it suits thems 

The official falsehood in this case is not limited to Silty and others who 

did not testify truthfully. This brief abounds in untruths, misrepresentations y 

distortions end deliberate misconstructions of testimony and court recordse 

There just is no way in which a private litigant, even a welathy one, can 

have the Act hold any real meaning for him in the face of official willingness to 

pe other than fully honest and responsive to a court of lawe 

There is no way the courts can enjoy their Vonstitutional freedom in the 

face of this, in the face of what I set forth aboves


